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The Texas Department of Transportation announced a new proposal for taller billboards on federal 

Texas highways. As one of two members of the Scenic Texas team, I helped urge Texas citizens to join 

Scenic Texas in opposing the newly proposed billboard rule change.   

Scenic Texas: Scenic Texas, Inc., is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization dedicated to preserving and 

enhancing the visual environment of Texas, particularly as seen by the traveling public. 

Situation: During the early summer of 2014, the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) proposed 

a 35% billboard height increase from 42.5 feet to 65 feet.  

Objective: Scenic Texas set out to prevent the billboard height increase from taking place in order to 

prevent visual pollution on federal Texas highways.  

Tactics: In order to prevent the TxDOT billboard height rule change, the Scenic Texas PR team worked to 

make Texans aware of the new proposal and also inform citizens of what they could do to help make 

sure the proposal would be withdrawn. To accomplish this, we pitched stories to Texas-wide print and 

broadcast media, and also planned strategic messages and posts to share with our social media 

followers.  

Results: The plan to prevent taller billboards on federal Texas highways was a success! In just about two 

months’ time, news coverage concerning the new billboard proposal garnered more than 16 million 

impressions, with stories appearing in print and on broadcast television and radio stations throughout 

the state and around the nation, such as Houston Chronicle, Houston Matters, Austin’s KXAN, and 

National Public Radio. Houston Chronicle’s Facebook billboard posts reached more than 5,000 users and 

more than 900 public comments were received. In August, TxDOT withdrew the proposal for taller 

billboards. 

Scenic Texas Opposes TxDOT Billboard Proposal 
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